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Host John_Sea says:
Resume "Sorcery" 10109.23 Part 2

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Walks over to Merlin.:: Merlin: With all the powers we have now, I assume we are ready to go to the evil dimension.

CSO_Sketek says:
::Listening to feelings and thoughts of surrounding people, mostly the crew.::

Host Merlin says:
Action: The crew is in the ethereal dimension of limbo, vast, infinate, a collection of thought, dream and magic.

OPS_Joseph says:
::Looks around trying to sort out all the new thoughts invading his mind.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks around again for something but stays seated.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Tries to stick with the rest of the crew so that she won't get separated, and wonders if anything will ever return to the supposed normal life that she is used to...::

CTO_Senek says:
::Taking suspicious looks at his hands, then shoots lightings at some numbers to test the power.::

Host Merlin says:
Captain: First you must assemble the Great Powers of Light who will aid you on your quest. Once you have organized an Alliance, then we will all meet here.

Host CO_Kalla says:
Merlin: The Great Powers of Light?

CIV_Deimon says:
::Folds the paper which now holds his log and stuffs back in his pocket and zips it, he looks around, taking in the whole thing, the numbers, letters, the illogic of all, and wonders.::

CIV_Deimon says:
Merlin/CO:Law and his people...

CTO_Senek says:
::Listens to Merlin, but continues staring at what used to be number 7.::

Host Merlin says:
Captain: Yes, those beings of magic who side with the Good.

FCO_Durron says:
::Overhears what merlin is saying and shakes his head than continues to look at the ground.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Takes out her pendant.:: Merlin: With this?

CEO_Rogers says:
::Takes a good look around and thinks that it would be nice to have a bowl of steaming chicken soup right then...::

Host Merlin says:
Captain: The first people you will journey to see is the Titan Storm Giants in their Cloud Castles

Host Merlin says:
Action: The CEO creates a bowl of soup.

OPS_Joseph says:
~~~CSO: Can you hear me?~~~

CSO_Sketek says:
~~~OPS: I hear.~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
::Looks down to her lap to see the bowl of soup and is so startled by this that she jumps up and ends up spilling it.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Looks over at FCO Durron worried.::

CIV_Deimon says:
::Thinks about that to himself.... cloud castles and giants... and whispers to himself turning away and taking a few steps away considering things.:: Self:Jack and the Beanstalk... great...

FCO_Durron says:
::Reaches in his pack and finds it disturbingly empty then looks around again avoiding looking up.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
Merlin: I see. ::Looks at the 3D map.:: And they must be... where?

CEO_Rogers says:
::Thinks again and makes the bowl of soup once more and thinks that she might as well eat it...::

Host Merlin says:
Captain: As a planeswalker you will be able to move the crew between planes and can teleport yourself within a world, like beaming.

Host CO_Kalla says:
Merlin: So all I have to do is gather people around me and think of where I want to go?

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~FCO: Are you all right?~~~

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks around, alarmed.::

Host Merlin says:
Captain: Yes.  The Storm Giant's Realm is here. ::Points to a realm covered in clouds.::

FCO_Durron says:
Self: What was that?

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~CSO: Please check on FCO. He seems rather distracted.~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
::Eats the soup and realises it tastes just like the stuff her mother used to make for her and her brother and grins happily.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
Merlin: I see. Well, we may as well try it. And our powers will go with us?

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks around again vigoursly looking for what ever made that...whatever that was.::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Tries to listen FCO's feelings and emotions.::

Host Merlin says:
Captain: Faith will be you guide.
<Action> A woman appears with delicate features, and shoulder length silver hair.

FCO_Durron says:
::Sees the woman appear then looks around again.::

Host Merlin says:
Captain: Yes, they will.

CEO_Rogers says:
::Notices how distracted the FCO is and goes over to him and makes a bowl of soup for him too.:: FCO: want some soup? Tastes just like my mother's home made!

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Looks at Faith and nods.:: Faith: Well met.

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at the bowl.::CEO: How did you get that?

CEO_Rogers says:
FCO: I made it.

CSO_Sketek says:
FCO: Is something bothering you?

Host Faith says:
Captain: Aye, well met.  ::Bows with royal grace in her white robe.::

CIV_Deimon says:
::Is rather dumbfounded by all of this but with a raised eyebrow takes it all in.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
Faith: So, off we go, unless you have any further instructions.

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at CSO then the CEO.:: CSO,CEO: None of this is real.  Well, it might be but it can't.

Host CO_Kalla says:
All: Please gather round.

Host Faith says:
Captain: Let us be off

CTO_Senek says:
::Goes to CO.::

OPS_Joseph says:
::Tries to fill his head with his own thoughts so he doesn't hear those of others.::

CSO_Sketek says:
FCO: Let go of your formal thinking and concentrate at the present moment.

CEO_Rogers says:
FCO: I think you need to have a bit of imagination to get this to make any sense...

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks over at the CO; gets up unsteadly and walks over to her.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
All: I realise this is hard to accept. And it is difficult to cope with our new abilities, but we have to do our best.

CEO_Rogers says:
::Follows the FCO, kind of worried about him, to the CO.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Continues looking at his hands with disbelief in his eyes.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Kalla concentrates on the map, focuses on the cloud realm and thinks, I want to go there with all my crew and Faith.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::The planes shift and the crew is surrounded by clouds.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at CSO/CEO.:: CSO/CEO: Physics must apply, here they do not. that means this must not exist. simple.  That allows that either this is a holosimulation or I am gone off my rocker.

Host Faith says:
Action: The crew feels a slight tingle, Limbo swirls about them and fades.... similiar to the sensation of a transporter beam, then.... the cloud plane appears.

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Looks around to check everyone has arrived.::

CEO_Rogers says:
FCO: Just let it go, consider it as a dream - dreams are never logical - and neither is this right?

Host CO_Kalla says:
OPS, CSO: So, anyone nearby?

CSO_Sketek says:
FCO: Just concentrate on your observations and make judgements according to that.

CIV_Deimon says:
::Watches Merlin as he is seemingly smashed by a plane as it sets down in front of him and looks around as everything else shifts, becoming a whole new world.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Looks at the CSO:: CSO: Are you sure we're not just making things worse by telling him two different things?

Host Faith says:
Action: Beneath the crew's feet is what appears to be only clouds but they can walk on them.  The CSO detects an invisible castle about 1 mile away

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks around alarmed.  Knows clouds do not support any weight. Then closes his eyes and doesn't like it at all.::

CSO_Sketek says:
CEO: I don't think it gets any better no matter what we say, unfortunately.

CTO_Senek says:
Faith: What are the Storm giants? Are there any precautions we should take before seeing them?

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: No enemies around.

CEO_Rogers says:
FCO: Well, just keep thinking this is a dream - okay? Nothing ever makes sense in a dream.

Host CO_Kalla says:
CSO: Thank you. ::Starts walking forward.::

Host Faith says:
CTO: The Storm Giants are a race of peace loving and good beings who are true Titans, they are 50 feet tall and wield lightning bolts

FCO_Durron says:
::Listens to the CEO and CSO.:: CEO/CSO: And this bit about the clouds supporting us doesn't bother you two?

Host CO_Kalla says:
Faith: Any idea where we should be headed?

CIV_Deimon says:
::Looks down at the clouds and regards them curiously. Bends down and touches one, it's soft and feels almost like foam, as he presses his hand passes through, he brings it up, it's clean, but he finds hiumself still standing on the cloud as if it were firm ground.::

CSO_Sketek says:
FCO: They seem to support us very well, so no problem.

CEO_Rogers says:
::Feels a bit disturbed by being able to walk on the clouds but doesn't show it much.:: FCO: Well, it is a bit disturbing, but, hey - if we have to walk on them then we might as well, eh?

Host CO_Kalla says:
CSO: Have you sensed any lifeforms here?

OPS_Joseph says:
::Takes a few steps foward, trying to find his footing.::

Host Faith says:
Action: A Storm Giant appearss from out of nowhere as if walking from behind a veil.

FCO_Durron says:
CSO/CEO: CLOUDS DON'T SUPPORT WEIGHT.

CEO_Rogers says:
::Takes a step back from the FCO.:: FCO: Hey, calm down for goodness sakes....

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Stops walking and decides to let go of formalities and just use her name when presenting herself to the inhabitants of this plane.::

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: There are a few invisible storm giants around us.

CTO_Senek says:
Self: I don't think that they're scared of lightnings...

CEO_Rogers says:
::Puts a hand on his sholder.:: FCO: How many dreams have you ever had that made sense?

Host CO_Kalla says:
Giant: Hello, my name is Kalla.

OPS_Joseph says:
::Looks up at the storm giant, is a little startled.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
CSO: Thank you.

CIV_Deimon says:
::Makes a contrast, instead of lookign down, he looks up, way up at the giant.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Tries to stop shaking.:: CEO: CALM DOWN? You think I am not calm?  I am standing on a cloud.  and you tell me to be calm?

Host Faith says:
<Giant> ::Bows to Faith.:: Captain: I am Crusader, leader of the Storm Giants, greetings.

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~FCO: You WILL remain calm, Mr Durron, or we will have to calm you down, understood?~~~

CIV_Deimon says:
::Steps back beside Durron still looking up, then he breaks the gaze and looks at Durron.::

CIV_Deimon says:
FCO:Think of it this way, if you were going to fall, you would have fallen already.

Host CO_Kalla says:
::So much for dispensing with formalities.:: Crusader: Greetings, Crusader. We have been sent by Merlin to ask for your assistance in an upcoming battle.

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks around again trying to figure out how the CO said that but looks away again.::CO: Yes ma'am.

Host Faith says:
<Giant> Faith: It has been millenia since one of your kind has graced us with your presence. ::Turns back to the CO.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Tries to remember the small amount of medical training she recived at the academy and recalls there was a small device that could keep people calm... Tries to recreate it to use on the FCO.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Stands next to CO, tries to stay calm while facing the mighty giants.::

Host Faith says:
<Giant> Yes, evil is once again on the move, come to our castle and we will plan.

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Bows.:: Crusader: With pleasure.

FCO_Durron says:
::Stops looking around as thair are too few things that should be stable and simply closes his eyes.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Looks around.:: Crusader: Please show the way. I am unable to see any castle.

Host Faith says:
Action: A cloud castle appears in the distance, layered in gold and silver.  Sunlight glistens across its platinum walls, it is a Castle for Giants.

CIV_Deimon says:
Self: Boy I dread climbing that set of stairs...

FCO_Durron says:
::Opens one eye part way and starts walking.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Tries to understand the scale of the castle but gives up for now.:: Crusader: Ah, I see. ::Starts walking behind the Giant, then starts running to keep up.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Gazes at the castle.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~FCO: I realise this is, for lack of a better word, incredible, but we have no choice but to believe in it.~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
FCO: Here, you can support yourself on me if it's that much trouble.

OPS_Joseph says:
::Follows everyone else, feels a headache coming on.::

Host Faith says:
Action: The Giant takes long steps, grins, and waves his hand... The crew can now walk on air at shoulder length to the Giant, several bodyguards follow.

FCO_Durron says:
CEO: It is ok.  I am calm, I just... thank you for the offer, but I will be ok.

FCO_Durron says:
::Sees he is walking on air and gets excedingly alarmed at it and closes his eyes again walking blindly ahead.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Follows the giant.:: ~~~CSO: Do you feel anything threating?~~~

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~OPS. Are you all right, Ensign?~~~

Host Faith says:
Action: The crew walk upon the clouds until they reach the Storm Giants' Castle, the Gates are designed to repell Giant size creatures like... Black Dragons!

CSO_Sketek says:
~~~CTO: No.~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
::Grumbles.:: FCO: At least put your hand on my shoulder so we don't loose you 'cause you're walking with your eyes closed.

OPS_Joseph says:
~~~CO: Yes, ma'am.  Just trying to make sense of everything.~~~

Host Faith says:
<Giant> Captain: Welcome to our home.

CIV_Deimon says:
::Walks along in mid-air... it seems like he did this once already in Limbo.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::For a moment Kalla's lips twitch.::  ~~~OPS: Aren't we all?~~~

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Keeps up the running to keep up with the Giant.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Feels a bit more disturbed by having to walk on air - but that thought is banished by seeing the gates of the giants' home...::

OPS_Joseph says:
::Thinks to himself that maybe we've all gone mad.::

CIV_Deimon says:
~~~OPS/CO:I've been listening, so to speak to your conversation, and as strange as it may sound, I think I've actually made perfect sense out of this... well, sense anyway...~~~

Host Faith says:
Action: The crew pass into the center of town, a Giant size market place a buzz with all sorts of magical creatures like fire, water and earth elementals, a few talking horses and trolls.  The Giant leads the crew into the throne room.

FCO_Durron says:
CEO: I'll be fine. ::Rubs his eyes and continues to walk managing to get his eyes open and continue to walk.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~FCO: I know you have been wondering how, but we have all been issued with telepathic powers, that is how I communicate now.~~~

OPS_Joseph says:
~~~CIV: Is anything in this universe, or other for that fact "perfect"?~~~

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Dodges a clumsy baby dragon of about ½ ton.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Looks around in wonder at all the creatures.:: Self: This is just like the fantasy stories I read as a child.

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~CTO: Are we safe here?~~~

FCO_Durron says:
::Nods and has no clue how to use his telipathic powers.::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Following everyone to the throne room.::

Host Faith says:
Action: The Giants bow as they see Faith.

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Looks around the throne room.:: Faith: You seem to be well known here.

Host Faith says:
Action: The Storm Giants' Military Council take their seats at the marble table with a war room map of the planes on it.  Faith takes her seat in a chair carved of pure silver with dragon teeth and symbols on it.

CEO_Rogers says:
::Looks around at the throne room and wishes that it were a bit more....humanoid sized....::

CIV_Deimon says:
::Is standing just outside the doorway to the throne room, still looking out at the market.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks around at the giants and just shaks his head.::

Host Faith says:
Captain: Yes, my people are well know and old friends to the Giants.

OPS_Joseph says:
::Tries to take in everything, ceases all attempts to make sense of anything.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Raises an eyebrow at Faith's position.:: Faith: I see we have misunderstood your position in this. It seems that we have been guarding you here and not the other way round.

CSO_Sketek says:
::Calmly observing the situation.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Suddenly realizes that midgets in Starfleet uniforms must look horribly out of place here.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Is almost giddy with the knowledge that this world has things from her favorite stories that she read as a kid.::

Host Faith says:
All: I have come as emissary of the Dragon Council to inform you of the situation.

Host Faith says:
<Giants> ::Listen intently.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~All: We had better stick together.~~~

CIV_Deimon says:
::Steps back into the room, still looking out and notes from the sounds that the meeting has started and turns, listening intently.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Rubs his eyes looks around again and heads for the CO.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Walks to stand near FCO Durron.:: ~~~CTO, CSO: Any threats here?~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
::Isn't used to hearing other people in her head other than her brother, but nods at Kalla and makes a note to stick close to her.::

Host Faith says:
All: The Dragon Council has decided to hold an emergency meeting regarding the Necromancer situation. The Good Dragons believe that the evil Dragons will throw in with the Necromancers at that meeting.

CSO_Sketek says:
~~~CO: I think it's safe here.~~~

Host Faith says:
Action: The Storm Giants look Grim.

OPS_Joseph says:
::Takes deep breath, listens intently.::

CTO_Senek says:
~~~CO: Basically every single creature out here could probably destroy us without breaking a sweat. There's nothing we could do if anyone here turned hostile.~~~

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~CTO: We could "beam" out here, real quick.~~~

FCO_Durron says:
::Whispering.:: CO: Ma'am I wish to remind you that this may possibly be a holosimulation.

FCO_Durron says:
::Folds his hands firmly infront of him to keep them from shaking.::

OPS_Joseph says:
::So very much wants a blanket and a pillow.::

Host Faith says:
All: The Silver Dragons hold seat on the Council now, I suggest you aid our human friends and I, and journey to the Dragon Court for the meeting since treachery may be afoot.

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Suddenly realises how deep Durron's mistrust of the situation is.:: FCO: No, it is not. I understand your problem, and if you want we could try a mind meld to keep you going.

CIV_Deimon says:
~~~CTO: You're absolutely wrong, I don't really care how big they are, they're prime targets to be struck by lightning, you know taller objects are at risk~~~ ::Grins and looks to the captain and Senek.::

CTO_Senek says:
~~~CIV: Do you think that a lighting elemental or a storm giant would be bothered by our lighting strikes?~~~

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~CIV: Hmmm... Hold back on those lightning, Cmdr.~~~

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at the CO.:: CO: Ma'am I will be fine. ::Trying to reasure self.:: CO:But I just wanted you to know of the posibility.

OPS_Joseph says:
::Hears all the conversations, wishes people would stop talking.::

CIV_Deimon says:
~~~CO: Well, I didn't plan to start it now, I was simply correcting him of what should happen were anyone here to turn hostile.~~~

Host Faith says:
<Crusader> ::Stands.:: Faith: Then it is decided, we go to the Dragon Court!

Host Faith says:
Action: Several Storm Giants rub their hands together generating lightning

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Ducks.::

Host Faith says:
Action: An Alarm sounds  "Air Raid"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   The Giants run out of the room.

OPS_Joseph says:
~~~All: Anyone else think this is a bit. . .insane?~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
::Wonders what the "Air Raid" thing is all about.::

CSO_Sketek says:
~~~All: Insanity is only in your mind, reality is everywhere.~~~

Host CO_Kalla says:
Faith: Shold we leave now?

CTO_Senek says:
::Runs after the giants.::

FCO_Durron says:
:Looks at the giants, closes his eyes and says quietly.:: Computer: End program.

Host CO_Kalla says:
CTO, CIV: Keep an eye out.

Host Faith says:
Captain: Black Dragons are attacking we must defend these good people, ::Runs.::

OPS_Joseph says:
~~~CSO: Reality took a holiday~~~

Host CO_Kalla says:
All: We have just been commandered into action. ::Runs after Senek.::

CIV_Deimon says:
CTO: Senek! Wait! ::Worries that he might be running into trouble and follows after Senek, runs out into the street beside Senek, grabbing his shoulder to stop him, and then looks up to the sky.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Taps FCO on the shoulder.:: FCO: If you want to belive this is the holodeck, fine, but then there is something wrong with the computer and it isn't responding okay?

FCO_Durron says:
::Opens his eyes and looks around hoping to see the yellow grid of a holodeck but is dissapointed.::

Host Faith says:
Action: A squadron of Black dragons dive bomb the castle as storm giants throw lightning after them, the battle is joined against the armies of darkness.

CEO_Rogers says:
::Goes after evryone else to keep up.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~All: Watch out for yourselves, but use your powers to help the Giants.::

CTO_Senek says:
CIV: We must do everything we can to help them! ::Shoots lightings at the Dragons.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Sees that everyone left and runs out the door looking around.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Tries to concentrate on one dragon.:: Self. I want to send it to the evil dimension.

CEO_Rogers says:
::Thinks that everyone should have a phaser rifle and makes sure that one appears for everyone before doing anything else.::

CSO_Sketek says:
~~~All: Undead forces approaching from southwest, watch out for them. They're a skeleton army.~~~

OPS_Joseph says:
::Covers his head while he figures out what he can do.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~CIV: You try and concentrate on the undead.~~~

CIV_Deimon says:
CTO: Oh boy! ::Seeing what's happening picks a dragon and as his body is surrounded by electricity it flows through him, arcing out from his arm to strike an attacker.::

Host Faith says:
Action: Lightning strikes out from the CTO, lacing through a black dragon, disintigrating it.  A storm giant looks impressed.

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~OPS: See if you can catch some of the thoughts and tell the Giants about the enemy's plans.~~~

OPS_Joseph says:
~~~CO: I will certainly try, sir.~~~

CIV_Deimon says:
FCO: Come on, I've got a plan, but I need a ride, You can fly, I need your help to deal with these undead.

Host Faith says:
Action: Armies of the living dead begin to climb the walls.

CEO_Rogers says:
::Tries to think of what might work in this realm since magik seems to work over most other stuff... magik swords!::

CTO_Senek says:
::Is impressed, continues firing lighting from his hands.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at the CIV.:: CIV: Are you nuts? Me fly?  ::Thinks maby he should have been paying attention earlier.::

CIV_Deimon says:
FCO:I'm dead serious, now FLY!

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~CEO: We could try for phasers, but whether they will work...~~~

OPS_Joseph says:
::Takes whatever he can sense of the Dragons' plans, and telepathically relays them to the giants.::

CEO_Rogers says:
FCO: Flying could be a good idea.....uh... good thing we programed the holodeck so you could fly eh?

Host Faith says:
Action: A skeleton breaches the wall next to the CO, raises a rusty dagger, and a giant foot steps on him mashing him into the ground. <Giant soilder> YUK!

CTO_Senek says:
CEO: Do you have a sword ready? Those undead are coming over the walls!

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at the phaser rifle and grabs it then jumps up hoping that he can fly.::

CIV_Deimon says:
::Lightning strikes out from Deimon again arcs into the skeletons climbing over the walls.::

CEO_Rogers says:
~~~CO: How about magik swords since magik seems to be a ruling force here?~~~

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Wonders if she could send some of the evil forces away by her magic ability.:: Giant: Thank you.

CTO_Senek says:
::Concentrates on the skeletons.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~CEO: Great. Just do it NOW.~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
::Makes a sword appear in the CTO's hands.::

CSO_Sketek says:
~~~CEO: Give me a sword and I shall slay my enemies until the morning comes!~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
::Makes swords for everyone.::

FCO_Durron says:
CEO: Don't patronise me. if this is a holodeck you had nothing to do with programing it.

Host Faith says:
Action: The dragon the CO was concentrating on vanishes to another dimension.

CTO_Senek says:
::Takes a look at the sword and then charges at the skeletons.::

Host Faith says:
Action: All the Dragons shout "Planes Walker!!!!" And dive for the Captain!

FCO_Durron says:
::Tries jumping up again trying to figure out how to fly starts flapping his arms.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Hands a sword over to the FCO.:: FCO: Fine then, but you can still fly.

OPS_Joseph says:
::Feels a sword materialze in his hands, catiously makes his way foward.::

CTO_Senek says:
CO: Watch out!

CSO_Sketek says:
::Takes the word and shouts.:: In the name of Sen-Knah! ::Hits a dragon.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Concentrates on FCO too hard to notice the dragons.:: ~~~FCO: Just play along or whatever, but use your abilities.~~~

CIV_Deimon says:
::Grabs a sword and makes a run for skeletons, as he does he tumbles back preparing for a roll, as he falls he purposely takes aim at the captain and tries to arc out an electric field over the captain using his lightning ability and his sword as a conductor.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Slashes a skeleton, then runs back to CO.:: CO: Get inside!

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at the sword in one hand and the phaser in the other.::Self: Ok, this just went way beoynd wired. ::Tries to figure out how to fly.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Uses her own sword to project a field over the CO to protect her.::

Host Faith says:
Action: The Dragons and the Giants engage in hand to hand as the crew engage in hand to hand with the living dead!!!

OPS_Joseph says:
::Runs towards the CO doing his best to fend off the skeletons.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Protects CO from the filthy undead creatures.::

CSO_Sketek says:
::With flames in his eyes, he faces the enemy.::

Host Faith says:
Action: Lightning arcs from the CTO and the CIV, the dragons breathe fire!

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Is pushed aside by CTO.:: CTO: I can defend myself. ::Slashes out at a skeleton.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Lands from jumping just as a giant falls near him.  Is distracted by that and finds himself floting a good foot above the ground.::

FCO_Durron says:
Civ: Uh... you wanted me to fly?

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Concentrates on the dragon breathing fire.:: Dragon: Go to the necromancers.

OPS_Joseph says:
::Hears too many thoughts, finding it hard to keep track of his own.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~FCO: Just concetrate on wanting to fly.~~~

CIV_Deimon says:
~~~CTO: Senek, we can work against their fire, we can use the lightning and create a field their fire can't penetrate, when lightning arcs out, it burns oxygen and ozone, when that happens, fire can't pass where the lightning is, because there is no oxygen to burn!!!!~~~

FCO_Durron says:
CO: I think I got it anyhow.

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~FCO: Terrific.~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
~~~ALL: The swords should be able to project magik fields to protect you or anyone else - as well as some other things you want them to do - just think about it and they should do it~~~

Host Faith says:
Action: The Storm Giants throw lightning as the Dragons breath fire scorching the land!!!  Action a Portal opens and Elven Archers appear!!

CSO_Sketek says:
::Walking forwards as the sword harvests its victims.::

CTO_Senek says:
~~~CIV: We can try.~~~ ::Concentrates on his lightning powers, tries to form a protective shield in the air.::

OPS_Joseph says:
::Swings the sword out in wide arcs, hoping to take down anything in his way.::

FCO_Durron says:
CIV: Hello? ::Waves and tries a little dive to get near the CIV.::

Host Faith says:
Action: Faith shapeshifts into a Collosal Silver Dragon "Enough of this!"

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Lowers her sword to concentrate harder.:: Dragon: Go away!

CSO_Sketek says:
::Notices that he has got only seven so far.:: Self: I am slow today!

CIV_Deimon says:
~~~CTO: Let's work together, and we can protect the whole castle, nothing can pass through the electric field, it's electromagnetic which will stop metal, living things will be fried, non-living included, and fire can pass!!!~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
::Concentrates on her sword's power and stabs it out in front of her towards several of the undead releasing fire from the sword's tip.:: Undead: Begone, evil beings!

FCO_Durron says:
CIV: Well first you tell me to fly, then you ignore me once I get it straight; fine, be that way.  ::Swoops higher and points the phaser at one of the dragons firing.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Keeps concentrating on the lightning field.:: ~~~CIV: I'm trying as hard as I can!~~~

CIV_Deimon says:
::Concentrates, arching out his lightning into a half a protective field of electricity.::

Host Faith says:
Action: Light flashes from the CEO's sword and 30 undead turn to dust.

OPS_Joseph says:
::Falls back a little, unsure at every move.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Grins happily and repeates her actions at more undead.::

CIV_Deimon says:
~~~FCO: Sorry Mr, Durron, your just a little late, but be ready~~~

Host CO_Kalla says:
::She sees the destruction and goes into full concentration, forgetting all about her.:: Dragon: Go away!

Host Faith says:
Action: The Evil units withdraw and lay siege to the castle.

Host Faith says:
Action: Another Dragon vanishes.

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks around and is anoyed that the phaser does no good then tries the sword in the manner he saw the CEO using it.::

CIV_Deimon says:
::Concentrates on extending the field around the castle.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Starts to get exhausted and weakens the field.:: ~~~All: They're breaking off the assault.~~~

Host Faith says:
::Flaps her silver wings.:: Captain: we must plan. The evil forces have acted sooner than anticipated.

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Looks up at Faith, her concentration broken for now.:: Faith: I see, what do you suggest?

Host Faith says:
Captain: We will have to hold a council of war here

OPS_Joseph says:
::Hears the CTO, breathes a slight sigh of relief.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Looks down at her little magikal invention and feels pleased with the result.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Begins swooping after the withdrawing forces and begins concentrating on killing whatever those things are then return to the others.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Wipes sweat from her brow.:: Faith: That may be a good idea.

Host Faith says:
Action: A summons goes out, and the armies of light begin to arrive through portals in the middle of town, several Lumina appear as well as Gold and Silver Dragons.

CTO_Senek says:
::Closes his eyes and takes a deep breath.::

CIV_Deimon says:
~~~FCO: Mr Durron, make a sweep over any undead still around, use your sword and tell them to 'lose their heads.'~~~

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Clutches her amulet.::

FCO_Durron says:
Civ: Undead? Oh, those things... Well there aren't any I can see in the castle.

Host CO_Kalla says:
~~~All: You have done really well today, we have all used our new abilities optimally.~~~

CIV_Deimon says:
::Still holding the field, he spots a dragon makign another pass and letting the field drop to almost 1/4 strength, sends an arc of lightning towards the dragon.::

CSO_Sketek says:
~~~All: There are wraith appearing outside of the castle.~~~

CEO_Rogers says:
~~~FCO: Congratulations, you figured out how to use your powers!~~~

OPS_Joseph says:
::Closes his eyes, tries to shut everything out.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Tries to find his way up to the castle walls and from there takes a look at the enemy army.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks down and suddenly has trouble with the ground as it rushes up to greet him.::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Calming down after the battle.::

CIV_Deimon says:
::Finding that all attacks have stopped falls to the ground letting the electric field down.:: Self:...........Oh boy..............

Host Faith says:
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